ELEVATOR ACCESS TO:
- Level 600 (Registration)
- Level 700 (701-718)
- Level 800 (Exhibit Halls)
Accessibility floor plan Level 700:

**Available space:** meeting rooms 701-718.

**Main Elevators** next to room 710, have access to:
- Level 600 (Registration, rooms 601-606, parking)
- Level 700 (rooms 701-718)
- Level 800 (rooms 801-810, Exhibit Halls D, E, F, G)

**ESCALATORS:**

**Main escalators**, across from each other next to rooms 711 & 712:
- going up to Level 600 (Registration, rooms 601-606, parking) / 500 (street, 501)
- going down to Level 800 (rooms 801-810, Exhibit Halls D, E, F, G).

**West side escalators**, between rooms 716 & 717, going down to Level 800 meeting rooms and Exhibit Halls D-G.

**Public washrooms** all have wheelchair accessible booth or a single room.

**Location:** North-East corner behind room 703 and West end of the Level behind Room 718.

In case of fire, **areas of refuge** are near the registration area Main Elevators, next to Coat Check, and the South end near parking garage.

If you require additional support or an accommodation in the event of an emergency evacuation, please notify Security upon your arrival to the Centre at (416) 585-8360.

For any questions, suggestions or required documents regarding accessibility, please contact us at (416) 585-8199 or accessibility@mtccc.com.